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In Central Kurdish, the position of modifiers varies in relation to (in)definiteness morphology 
(MacKenzie 1961, Blau 2000, Thackson 2006, Karimi 2007, McCarus 2009, Öpengin 2013, Tahir 
2018, Haig 2019). In indefinite noun phrases, such as (1a), modifiers follow the indefinite suffix 
and appear with a linking element (LNK) of the form -ī. In definite noun phrases, such as (1b), 
modifiers precede the definite suffix and appear with a linking element of the form -a. 
(1) a. sew-ek[-ī             sūr-ī       gawratir] 

 apple-INDF[-LNK red-LNK larger] 
 ‘a larger red apple’ 

b. sew[-a        sūr-a      gawratir]-aka 
apple[-LNK red-LNK larger]-DEF 
‘the larger red apple’ 

The -a linker in (1b) has the same form as the linking element that is found in many compounds. 
(2) a. kar-a-kewī 
  donkey-LNK-wild 
  ‘zebra’    (Tahir 2018: 44) 

b. guł-a-bākh 
 flower-LNK-garden 
 ‘rose’ (Abbas 2021: 86)

We argue that the -a linker in (1b) is an indication of compounding between heads and their 
modifiers in Central Kurdish definite phrases. A similar process occurs in Northern Swedish, 
where compounding is evidenced by the absence of adjectival inflection (Delsing 1993: 122).
(3) a. den gaml-a   svart-a      katt-en 
  the  old-DEF black-DEF cat-DEF 
  ‘the old, black cat’  (Standard Swedish) 

b. gamm-svart-katt-a 
 old-black-cat-DEF 
 ‘the old, black cat’ (Northern Swedish)

An alternative analysis, which is defended by Karimi (2007) and Tahir (2018), is that the -a linker 
in (1b) is an allomorph of the -ī linker in (1a), one that is triggered by a c-commanding definite D. 
Furthermore, to explain why modifiers appear closer to the noun than the definite suffix in (1b) 
but not the indefinite suffix in (1a), Tahir (2018) claims that roll-up movement is limited to definite 
phrases. We now identify three arguments that support an account based on compounding instead. 

First, the data in (1a) challenge Tahir’s (2018) view that there is no roll-up movement in 
indefinite noun phrases. The comparative adjective gawratir ‘larger’ necessarily takes scope over 
the uninflected adjective sūr ‘red’ (#sewekī gawratirī sūr ‘a red larger apple’), meaning that the 
word order in (1a) cannot reflect the base position of these adjectives. 

Second, modifiers appear outside of number morphology in indefinite noun phrases, as in 
(4a), but inside of number morphology in definite noun phrases, as in (4b).
(4) a. kas-ān-ek[-ī                ganj] 
  person-PL-INDF[-LNK young] 
  ‘certain young people’ 

b. kas[-a           ganj]-ak-ān 
 person[-LNK young]-DEF-PL 
 ‘the young people’ 

Since -ān contributes additive plurality in both examples, there is no motivation to posit more than 
one structural position for this suffix. According to our analysis, compounding precedes 
pluralization, so the morpheme order in (4b) is expected. 

Third, intensional adjectives like peshū ‘former’ show exceptional behavior in that they 
maintain the same position in indefinite and definite noun phrases (Jambrović & Hassan to appear).
(5) a. myuzīkzhan-ek[-ī     peshū] 
  musician-INDF[-LNK former] 
  ‘a former musician’ 

b. myuzīkzhan-aka[-ī  peshū] 
 musician-DEF[-LNK former] 
 ‘the former musician’ 

We argue that the unique semantics of these modifiers renders them ineligible for compounding. 
In conclusion, our approach to the Central Kurdish noun phrase offers a principled explanation 

for its recalcitrant word order and provides further evidence of a connection between definiteness 
and compounding that has been observed in other languages. 
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